Max ROI (mxR)
2022-OCT-19 v4.1

Whitepaper
(aka theMAXpaper)

T HE “R ECESSION PROOF ” E DITION
To All Investors
Previous, Present and Potential
Our flagship token has a penciled release date mid-October. Amidst some very uncertain times, the previous
launch dates that were scheduled for September 19 th,24th, October 1st and October 6th , unfortunately, did not allow
the contract rewrite and audit allotted time requirements. As of October 19, Max ROI has launched and will be
introducing the world to the next generation of digital asset.
With the global recession engine starting to gain momentum and recognition, coupled by the most volatile
cryptocurrency market in recent memory, it has taken a considerable regrouping and repositioning to maintain
many of our initial claims. To understand the months of project launch pushes and the full extent of changes that
have resulted, we put together a comprehensive timeline in this version of the Whitepaper. A step beyond any
standard roadmap to answer many of your questions while, hopefully, addressing many of your concerns. It also
plays into why this document has been a full 7 months in development and 14 revisions.
This foreword is probably the easiest way to address most of you directly. I understand this project launch hasn’t
gone as planned. Which is completely understated since the first whitepaper came out in early February. Let me
take this moment to calm everyone’s anxiousness and ease all your minds. This project is in the best possible
position in the most advantageous spot for near limitless success in a unique financial climate. One that comes
around maybe once a generation at most. It wasn’t until this opportunity became more apparent and less hearsay
with the conclusion of Q3 in the rearview, could this document or all subsequent releases see the light of day.
our TIME has finally arrived – our MOMENT to seize is

– our JOURNEY begins now

A MASTRONARDI | OWNER/CEO
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Introduction
This edition of the Max ROI – Maximum Return on Investment – Whitepaper is a full overhaul of the original version
(included throughout). The reason for the re-release relates directly to fulfilling our claims as the EVOLUTION OF FINANCE. To
execute our vision of infusing INNOVATION to bridge the gap between the corporate reality environment and the digital
currency virtual one. Having taken into consideration that the entire financial, corporate, and digital asset landscape has
changed significantly since November 2021, it was time to expand. Adjusting with the times whilst protecting your investments
(current and future) through a zero-sum concept related to all negativity a 11-month bearish market has created. A way to pull
in stock market investors before they liquidate their portfolios in panic. A way to siphon from the 60% or $600,000,000,000
overall market control Bitcoin and Ethereum have in the crypto space. Finally, a way to be the home for everyday consumer
discretionary funds instead of other depreciating outlets typically highly sought out during a depressive economic state. In this
particular case, an unprecedented global recession.

To maintain our initial vision, continue to be flexible in our process and to offer a one-of-a-kind digital asset that will perform
– period – we revisited months of research from 2021 and incorporated all the additional research gathered in 2022 to
reposition us without losing our identity or rebranding another one.

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION (PI)
One word. INFLUENCE.
“influence” - the capacity to have an effect on the character, development, or behavior of someone or
something, or the effect itself
Influence is the greatest adversary to freedom, free will, and individuality. It exists everywhere and in everything. And has
become something so widely, however unknowingly, accepted that thousands of people are employed to be the physical
representation of influence so eloquently titled “Influencer”. How ironic, something we should cherish like freedom and
individuality, we willingly surrender so often and easily that popular opinion and those that exemplify it are a highly sought
after commodity. One that when it could be used to create awareness and mass acceptance, there is almost no limit to what
financial means will be used. Given that any industry that benefits from having positive sentiment from the majority, which is
nearly EVERY industry, some influencers make millions of dollars for nothing more than just a single mention across their
preferred platform. Sadly, “Influencers” aren’t what make up the extent of the overall problem, they just exploit it for shortterm, personal, financial gain so their “influence” is or will be short lived.

Large corporations, governments in general, and nearly all forms of media are the most consistent and, overall, impactful
causes of influence. In almost all cases, the 3 are intertwined and strategically synergistic to amplify their positions and nullify
the opposition of the individual voice and/or thought. That is never more visible and obvious than during an election year,
economic uncertainty/instability, the release of a new medication and/or when copious amounts of money can be obtained
through taking advantage of mass conformity (ie – a global pandemic and civil/human right infringement blind acceptance).
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If the universal problem is an inability to remain objective or remain an individual of free-thinking due to the
overwhelming pressures from inescapable institutional pull and reach, then how do we avoid influence if we are so
prone to succumbing to the unavoidable nature of it? If conformity is as routine as brushing one’s teeth or getting
dressed before leaving the house, how does the introduction of a digital asset break the habit?

THE ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS (RCA)
There are literally hundreds of micro-level events that took place between 1980 and today that caused this general need of
belonging and willingness to follow the path of least resistance.
For example:
•
•
•
•

Introduction of standardized tests in grade
school
Divorce, absentee parents, teenage moms,
the internet and streaming video raise 1.5
generations of kids
The internet becomes available and is
adopted into daily educational, personal
and professional uses
Pharmaceutical companies begin
advertising their drugs for easier access

•
•
•
•

Death, fear and panic drive higher viewership for news
outlets
Mental/emotional health battles become widely publicized
and accepted leading to more than 1 in 4 in their lifetime to
be diagnosed with a disorder
The 5 Principles or “Code of Ethics” in journalism
deteriorates as blogs and freedom of speech opinion pieces
dominate as reliable/factual news sources
Social media dominates the internet and replaces face-toface communication 3 to 1

•
•
•
•

Video games, network channels & movies begin losing
age-appropriate censorship
Youth sports begin handing out participation awards
like schools hand out perfect attendance
acknowledgments
Information becomes a controlled by the highest
bidder and misinformation runs rampant catering to
political agendas
1 in 3 are currently on at least 1 prescribed
medication (up 1400% since 1980)

These types of variables go on and on and on. There are easily more than 100 micro events that are part of how being
influenced by less than reliable sources or “for the greater good” promises without the greater good motives has altered the
reality of things. So, to solve the problem of influence and break the cycle of history repeating itself, we chose to skip over the
path of least resistance and began creating our own path. The never traveled path. And not just when it comes to this token
but in every single way possible. We felt with so many ways a business, an asset, a potential investor and/or a team could be
influenced, we didn’t want to take any chances that might negatively impair any one phase or any one aspect of everything that
makes up the whole or big picture. Essentially, we devised a plan that not only prevents all the standard risks related to
releasing a successful digital asset but one that removes all potential influence completely out of the equation. A declaration of
our independence so to speak. And it all starts with this Second Edition Whitepaper and the OCT 2022 release of our First
Edition alternative, non-security token, MAXROI.
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The Solution or the Answer?
After over 14 months of Problem Identification (PI) and then comprehensive Root Cause Analysis (RCA), the
next order of business is to clearly identify a solution to make influence of any kind ineffective thus make
external impacts of any kind negligible.

The solution is an increasingly
unique innovation in an
innovative space where rules are
limited, regulations are sparse
and a centralized governing body
overseeing the day to day is
absent. A solution that isn’t
confined or one-dimensional. A
solution that fits multiple issueprone conditions brought upon
by various institutions, various
economic states, and various
competitive concepts/voices. A solution that is built to avoid failure through being able to evolve should the complexity of
future, unpredictable issues become more sophisticated than our original design was meant to rectify. A solution to undo and
replace weaker, so called, pre-existing solution tokens/projects. A solution that is more complete in its design, its direction,
and its determination to succeed, that it no longer can be seen as just a solution to a problem.
Meet “T HE ANSWER” → MAXROI | MAXIMUM RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

THE SOLUTION AND THE ANSWER!
By using data science methodologies to find the root cause behind an unpredictable and highly volatile financial market, it
allowed us to clearly see what it would take to succeed in cryptocurrency. With a less than 1% chance of failure based on a
variety of different external models, we were not only engineering a viable solution but developing a one-size, fits all, answer.
An answer on how to eliminate risk. An answer to eliminating questions of trust and integrity. An answer to how do you truly
prevent project fall off and volume issues. An answer to surviving recessive economic tendencies and market uncertainty. And,
finally, an answer to a sustained, consistent upward trend in chart health and token value. The answer - a near perfect digital
asset. A token that breaks free of categorization and limitation. One that is not only a utility token, but also has traits of a
transactional, governance, and platform token. It also incorporates new concept token-types like payment, liquidity, and equity
tokens. There are also aspects of this token that haven’t been seen therefor no category or definition available today is truly
suitable. If not for the digit asset aspect of this token, it would almost be in a classification all its own.

THE PEOPLE’S PERFORMANCE UTILITY TOKEN
“BEARISH-PROOF BRILLIANCE”
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TOKEN INTRODUCTION
st

This project represents the 1 entry of a 13 token, self-contained, self-sustained and completely independent ecosystem being
released incrementally between OCT 2022 and MAR 2023. This first token was developed to remove a variety of
cryptocurrency pitfalls through automated algorithmic logic and strategic execution of time sensitive features built directly into
the contract. Given all the mistakes the average cryptocurrency investor makes related to their investment habits, limiting their
ability to sabotage themselves, their investment or the investment project is completely necessary. Eliminating project threat
starts in the contract and is only active long enough to let the “forced patience” reveal alternatives to their current gambling,
pump/dump, panic sell, knee-jerk, overly react before thinking approaches. But before we list the solutions and answers to the
big issues in cryptocurrency, let’s review the technical and high-level aspects of the project first.

A PERFORMANCE UTILITY* TOKEN
Token Features
3-Pronged Chart Safeguards
I. Automated Trade Protection
1-5% based on trade size
Whale-Proof | Dip Proof

II. Automated Reinvest
5% decrease in price initiates 7% reinvest

III. CEO-Handled Airdrops
All Presale Tokens will be Airdropped Post-Launch
(between Oct 20-26)

Token Taxes
8% Buy – 0% Sell
Buy – 8% Reinvest Contract

Presale & Launch

Contract
0xBfB696f82C1D7E672FC4ca8370c1760e8813aD7F

Presale Launch Pad(s):
Applied: 42 | Use: 0

Basic:
Current: LIVE Mainnet Contract
Details: Finalized October 19, 2022
Main Release: October 19, 2022
Audit: OCT 16-19 (Cyberscope then Certik)

Crowdfunding Groups:
Proposals: Multiple
VC’s & AI’s:
Vetted: Multiple

Presale(s): 45,000,000,000
Reinvest: 10,000,000,000

NOTE: (1) Token Launch was Stealth to avoid Bot
attacks,1 got through. (2) The Market Cap started at
$500k and based on Total Supply NOT Circulating
which is incorrect.*updated Oct-20

Price(s):
PS Rnd 1: $0.000005
PS Rnd 2: $0.000005
PS Rnd 3: $0.00000075 to $0.000006
Launch: $0.000005

Exchange(s):
PancakeSwap + 2 More

Technical:
Decimal Places: 18
Total Supply: 100,000,000,000
Blockchain: Binance (BSC)
Pair(s): BUSD then USDT

Date(s):
PS Rnd 1: FEB ’22 thru MAR ’22
PS Rnd 2: APR ’22 thru JUN ’22
PS Rnd 3: AUG ’22 thru OCT ‘22

WP: “RECESSION PROOF” ED.

Listing(s):
Pre-Launch: 2
Post-Launch: 21
Supply:

Release Liquidity & Market Cap:
Liquidity: $8,500
MC at Launch (PCS): $25,000
(est based on circulating supply)
Available Supply: 5,000,000,000
Date: October 19, 2022
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Initial Coin/DeFi Offering Recap

With so many changes, so many date pushes and so many world economic events having taken place, SAFE Invantage chose
to refund all those who bought early and requested it for one reason or another. All refunds are final and will be released as
the project closes in on launch. The refunds are being considered buyback as not only are all initial dollar amounts being
refunded in BNB, but BNB at a rate of $435/BNB + all bonus dollars in BNB at that rate. Bonuses varying from referral
competitions, referral plugs, and % bonuses for buying early. The end result is a 2.35 to 1 ratio of refunds dollars to original
dollars spent. Setting an unheard of precedent in the crypto space. From that comes the final breakdown of the
100,000,000,000 token supply and how each will be dispersed.

Bulk Token Holdings Heading Into Launch
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A sometimes confusing aspect of “Tokenomics” is how everything breaks down when a token is purchased. For example, if an
investor buys $1,000 worth of MAXROI, where does that $1,000 go. The exchange transaction fee is taken out and the slippage
percentage is accounted for, what remains is broken out into a variety of buckets. Some automatically and some manually
depending on greatest need. In the chart below, you’ll see a very generalized distribution of funds across everything that goes
into having ownership of a cryptocurrency project.

Income Assessment

As you’ll notice the bulk of every transaction goes directly towards liquidity. What isn’t as obvious is that it is closer to 95% of
every purchase going towards liquidity and the other business functions will be financially addressed from SAFE Holdings
selling fractions of their tokens. This approach is to ensure stability in the price, stability in the market, and an inability to
EVER end up like a Luna (Terra UST), Celsius, Voyager, Three Arrows (3AC), or BlockFI. This is also an approach to
exemplify a community/investor focused token and not one to line the pockets of those who developed it.

•

By not leveraging the values of the more popular cryptocurrencies (BTC, ETH, etc.) and not using unattainable
APYs or promising staking yields in the hundreds of thousands of percent gains keeps us from any catastrophic
collapse.

•

By us, instead, using a and removing the ability to sell more than what is being bought for nearly the first 6-months
of the project, the liquidity will never dip below 30+% of the Market Cap. Which, in case you weren’t aware, is one
of the highest Liquidity to Market Cap ratio in the crypto space outside of the 1:1 of stablecoins like USDT, BUSD,
USDC, etc.
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This approach protects us from all negative internal/external influence thus keeping us from falling into downward trends
brought upon the typical cryptocurrency volatility initiated by Bitcoin plunges and, overall, declining public/economic
sentiment regarding digital asset investing. It also allows us to maintain positive investor sentiment/public opinion in the shortterm through the long-term.

How this token exhibits these qualities where it avoids common dangers and satisfies nearly all investor needs and wants,
becomes a solution to the influence issues of the financial and business world, and answers every question to meet almost
every expectation is through its incomparable and continued performance mechanisms.

There are about 9 different types of tokens but MAXROI qualities fit no current mold previously defined in cryptocurrency.
Being a “People’s Performance Utility * ” token means simply: over any given 24-hour period, the project will always end up in
the green – AKA – always have a positive return in comparison to where the price point/MC/Liquidity began that 24-hour
period. Be it 0.5% greater or 120% greater – IT WILL ALWAYS BE GREATER. The “HOW??” aspect is where the level
next INNOVATION comes in. Where the EVOLUTION OF FINANCE begins.

MAXROI has/will

have exactly 12 (Re)Invest Cases in the first 21 days of circulation to not only diminish supply constantly and

consistently, to not only keep the token relevant and the demand high, but to show just how real a digital asset can be to the
rest of the world. Just how truly valuable something perceived intangible and existing only in the virtual space will be. Before
we dive into the “Solutions Roadmap” and give an itemized timeline of our delivery schedule like you’ve never seen before,
here is the overall view of SAFE Holdings in their first 15 months in business:

MidOCT
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With an aggressive schedule following the release of MAXROI, the release of 12 more tokens, nearly 70 (Re)Invest Cases in
total, more than half a dozen business units, we hope you begin to understand that our business model is unlike any that exists
in Corporate America or in the cryptocurrency virtual space today. To better visualize that, the next few pages are fully
dedicated to the MAXROI initiative over the next 9 months.

SOLUTIONS ROADMAP
QUARTER ONE – 2 THOUSAND – 22
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vision realized
Business Formed as Strategic Analytics and Financial Endeavors
Website Released (WIX) as initial introduction
Whitepaper edition #1 for MAXROI released
ICO launched
Community formed on Telegram
Entire social media presence built out
1 administrative team chosen
1 marketing campaign created
st
st

QUARTER TWO – 2 THOUSAND – 22
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Began Rebrand Initiative (All Phases)
Business Renamed to Strategic Analytics and Financial Endeavor
Holdings
Website migrated to new host (WP)
Whitepaper update #1 for MAXROI released
Credit card and token swap presale initiated
Executive team chosen
Initial vision built upon to coincide with increased volatility in
cryptocurrency market
Global economy showing signs of massive recession
MAXROI (Re)Invest Cases updated to make the project “recession
proof”

With the first 2 quarters behind us and the entire foundation of the future of the company and our ecosystem now in

development, we are fully prepared to deliver a product that epitomizes innovation. Knowing that we have been pushing dates
regularly up until this point, we want to ensure all presale investors and upcoming investors that the release schedule on the

next page isn’t one of flexibility or “fluff”, but one of specificity and strategic necessity. That each date has a direct and indirect
synergistic impact on everything else this token, the remaining tokens, and all the business units heavily rely upon to reach
maximum success and deliver maximum returns on each individual and cumulative investment. For example, here are the
(RE)INVEST CASE “givens” or the pieces that will build out our MAXROI ecosystem before itemizing them with release dates:
12- (RE )INVEST CASES by the 21 day
following launch

Each (RE)INVEST CASE answers a need or
question related to sustained success

Each (RE)INVEST CASE will drive up
token value regardless of volume

One (RE)INVEST CASE released every
3 days or less

Each (RE)INVEST CASE is a solution to a
common economic issue/problem

The (RE)INVEST CASES will exist within
the real-world almost exclusively

st
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As we enter the thick of Quarter 4, 2022, the need for an updated Whitepaper and project/deliverable release schedule was
imperative. The investment climate has remained a “Bearish Winter” with “Spring” days away.

01

S&P posted worst
numbers since 1970.
Down 21% on the
year.

02

Bitcoin down 58% or the worst 1st
half since the 2nd half of 2011.
Crypto down $2.1 trillion or 70%
since Nov 2021 .

03

US Inflation ~9.2% or the highest
since 1981, UK around 9% and
many countries at 5-5.2% on avg.

To circumvent and avoid the pain of an unpredictable market (centralized and de-centralized) while launching head-on into
the massive mess that is the financial space, we are utilizing innovation, timing, and highly coordinated planning to give us the
advantage. An advantage nearly no other cryptocurrency or investment option can fully encompass without reinventing
themselves much like we have.

SOLUTIONS ROADMAP (cont)
JULY – 2 THOUSAND 22 THRU OCTOBER – 2 THOUSAND - 22
•
•

•

•

•

JULY 4 thru JULY 17 –
o MAXROI updated Whitepaper released
o All previously formed businesses dissolved in Delaware
JULY 18 thru JULY 31 –
o SAFE Holdings Inc. Formed 7/25
o SAFE Invantage LLC Formed 7/27, Foundation Future
ReBuild, LLC Formed 8/9, Real ReInvented Estate
Formed 8/3, LLC, ReInnovate Now LLC and Reinvest
Yourself LLC all registered and process underway in
Wyoming (42 total domains bought)
o MAXROI new landing page complete
AUG 1 thru AUG 14 –
o SAFE HOLDINGS Pitch Deck released
o Max and Moon ROI non-blockchain, 12-level game begins development (think Super Mario Brothers
meets cryptocurrency)
AUG 15 thru OCT 20 –
o MOONROI Whitepaper (SEPT 20)
o MOONROI new landing page complete (OCT 7)
o MOONROI Presale (OCT 1 thru Oct 8)
o Pinksale Partnership Finalized
o MAXROI FINAL Whitepaper (OCT 19)
o Project Launches MAXROI (MID-OCT)
OCT 20 thru Early NOV –
o (Re)Invest Cases #1-6 LIVE (OCT 31)
o Whitepapers (SI and SH) released (EARLY-NOV)
o Whitepapers (ffR and rrE) released (EARLY-NOV)
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SOLUTIONS ROADMAP (cont)
NOVEMBER – 2 THOUSAND – 22 THRU JANUARY – 2 THOUSAND – 23
o
o
o
o

o
o

(Re)Invest Cases #7-12 LIVE
ffR Crowdfunding Presale kick-off
(Re)Invest Cases #13-16 LIVE
Foundation Future Rebuild website complete, Whitepaper released and officially open
for business
▪ Will begin accepting Grant proposals from local municipalities, school districts,
county non-profits, etc.
Real ReInvented Estate website and procurement of foreclosed/renovation
ready homes starts in NY, VA, and WY (20+)
▪
▪

With the real estate market starting to crumble much like that of 2008,
opportunity to buy housing for cheap and rent for a market reasonable
price explodes
Year One – 500 Single Family homes to be bought and transformed
into multi-family units across 10 states (AZ, NV, WY, IA, FL, GA, SC,
NC, VA, PA

FEBRUARY – 2 THOUSAND – 23 THRU APRIL – 2 THOUSAND – 23
•

•

(Re)Invest Cases #17-54 LIVE
o All Companies Formed
o All Software/Game development betas or full productions are LIVE
o All Company Websites Created, Whitepapers (Business Plans) Completed, and Financial Synergy
beginning to take shape
o 70% of the staff hired
o 2-3 External Company’s procured to lessen learning curve and to expedite production
o All Blockchain (Re)Invest Cases are in beta
o All SAFE Holdings SEC paperwork submitted to start IPO process
▪ Includes all Non-Security/Security token paperwork
MAXROI now being used in over 8,000,000,000 transactions/day spread over 20 countries
o Market Cap exceeds 250,000,000,000
o Liquidity $100,000,000,000
o (Re)Invest Case Net Buy Volume $75,500,000/day
o Holder Count = 10,000,000+
▪ 7,000 or more holding $1,000,000+ in MAXROI value
▪ 400 or more holding $100,000,000 in MAXROI value
▪ 20 or more holding $1,000,000,000 in MAXROI value
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PERFORMANCE TREND
To maintain the volume necessary to sustain the success any real project should have in the crypto space, all that you’ve read
thus far has been put in place to safeguard the project but also add legitimacy to its true potential.
Given the proprietary nature of all the (Re)Invest Cases involved, the original graphic has been
removed. Plus, the actual trade volume (buy ratio being maintained at 9:1) will be upwards of
$100,000,000/week by month 4 all based on the (Re)Invest Case model.

With every trend there is a downtrend. With anything that performs, it eventually underperforms. By creating real business
opportunity and utilizing the day-to-day of the business model, each (Re)Invest Case does not require a knowledge of
cryptocurrency. Each (Re)Invest Case from the Day 1 launch of MAXROI to the final mystery (Re)Invest Case, are all designed
to increase in value, increase in frequency, and increase in investment hold time. From those employees under 3-year
contracts, to games where you’ll start at the beginning or lose all progress if sold early, to 1 year lease and multi-year contract
agreements, to 15-year mortgages, to the buying into crypto portfolios to help gain investment diversity – the buy vs sell
ratio hovers at less than 13% sells to buys – the hold timeframe for every token purchased
via the (Re)Invest Cases will average 18-24 months. Typically, something of this magnitude has already shown the
solutions to the many problems in cryptocurrency and has answered the variety of questions those coming in or have been
involved ask…however, nothing about this project or the corporate-crypto level- next empire we are building is “typical”.
Soooo….

…let’s move onto the upcoming blockchain, self-contained ecosystem, and self-sustained infrastructure to help shine a
spotlight on how every project, how every business, and how every aspect of everything we are doing intends to break free of
any/all limitations and offer a new virtual and real-world reality. And for those of you who choose to accompany us into the
INNOVATIVE and INVENTIVE

ether [ Welcome to MAXROI and SAFE INVANTAGE]

“Ether is the synergy of all elements. Ether is space, stillness, that which contains and holds. Ether is
the element that connects us to spirit, intuition, other realms, and planes.”

SELF-CONTAINED SYNERGISTIC ECOSYSTEM
The biggest issues that exist for any new project are those
where the project can be impacted negatively by forces that
may have nothing to do it. Or some may only indirectly and,
even slightly, have some interaction or some bearing on the
project, yet the project will end up failing. If not failing, falls
considerably short of success.

SOME EXAMPLES OF THIS
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The influence factor may be the most abundant opposition a project in any stage of its lifecycle can face. In many cases, the
projects in their earliest stages, the first 20 minutes following launch becomes the most value that project will ever see due to
influence interference. Now, there isn’t always a doomsday scenario where projects aren’t strong enough to withstand the
negative shadow cast by exterior financial woes. That
being said, there are a second set of obstacles that can
stall a tokens growth so severely that it won’t see
anything more than random pumps and a gradual
decline into insignificance. Oddly, it is nothing more
than lacking the answers to a set of questions that fester
as they rarely are addressed fully or to even a
satisfactory amount. It plagues those who either intend
to invest, those who have invested, or those who invest
regularly researching their next buy.

SOME EXAMPLES OF THAT

P HASE 1 is the token MAXROI and the many attributes that work in parallel to eliminate as much influence as possible and to
unequivocally answer all the questions that may arise. However, with MAXROI being created on a blockchain that even as
robust as the Binance blockchain is, it still is substantially influenced by market conditions and doesn’t clearly answer every
question. For this token, the entire token portfolio being released and all the (Re)Invest Cases feeding off one another, there
cannot be any exterior variables existing without our direct control. To maintain ourselves as the solution and the answer, not
only would our own ecosystem be necessary, but it would need to be self-contained and self-sustained.

THE SAFE INVANTAGE BLOCKCHAIN “FREEDOMCHAIN”
BETA RELEASE MID-Q4 2022
12 (Re)Invest Cases to launch incrementally, to complete by Q2
2023

6+ CORPORATE (RE)INVEST CASES
Security, KYC, Medical Records, Document
Warehousing/Sharing, VR/AR Professional Services, Payroll

6+ CRYPTO (RE)INVEST CASES
VR/AR MMORPG, VR/AR NFT Galleries, NeoBank, Digital
Wallet/Cold Wallet, Debit Card, 100% Secure Launchpad

13 TOKENS TO BE RELEASED ON IT
•
•
•
•

1 New USD Pegged Token – Liquidity Backed Internally
1 Native Coin
8 New Tokens
3 Pre-BC Tokens to be migrated over in Q1 2023
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SELF-CONTAINED SYNERGISTIC ECOSYSTEM
There are so many ways a project can fail as we’ve touched upon, so to completely protect our investors (current and
upcoming), certain steps needed to be taken. To be the solution to any/all influence, additional precautions and further
expansion of all our original ideas must be included. To be the answer to any/all investment security, stability, and
sustainability questions, a variety of cryptocurrency and corporate safeguards needed to be established.

P HASE 2
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Build a highly secure, expansion ready blockchain
Build out a 5 location (MW, East Coast, West Coast, UK, India) server farm to handle 100,000 TPS
Build out a fiber backbone plus Microwave/repeater tower system
Build out wind, solar, heat, and water based clean energy receptacles to feed our network
Have AES-256 encryption until innovating 512 can be accomplished
a. At every access point in our network (some will require biometric in parallel)
Outright own every inch of our network footprint

Those are the top 6 that will be underway within 1 week of MAXROI launch and will have aspects of MAXROI project progress
intertwined. The synergy between all token projects, all (Re)Invest Cases, all initiatives from a corporate, cryptocurrency and
blockchain perspective are strategic. Timed releases, project type choices, and viable direct (Re)Invest Case interactions to
keep value, volume and relevance trending up. And most importantly, to have nearly complete control over the success of
every intricate detail that makes up our corporate and crypto presence so the only influence we experience is that of our
company and our vision on the financial world. And the only questions being asked are “What’s next?” and “Please, may I
have some more?”

The final piece to this is the first major piece…the piece that makes all of this a reality and what’s coming
up, not just possible, but as good as done
– THE EXECUTIVE TEAM –

EXECUTIVE TEAM
To pull off a digital asset or altcoin project, it takes a few key pieces. Some of those pieces relate to an owner, a developer, and a couple
committed community admins to keep the social media world informed. These people just need specific skill sets and some
cryptocurrency knowledge/experience and, viola, launching a digital asset could be a long weekend. Especially with all the options out
there to build contracts in minutes, setup a timed launch, and an endless supply of turn-key marketing options who will handle your
project advertisement. Best part is, less than $3000 will get you your own cryptocurrency.

HOWEVER
To even attempt one-hundredth of what we are setting out to accomplish, you need considerably more than that – BUT – the right
team + like mindsets + unwavering determination = a project of this magnitude realized…
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IT BECOMES A GIVEN

A culturally and experience diverse team, FULLY DOXXED/100% KYC’d Executive Team, and a fully vetted international
developer consortium. To top it off, the most important qualities that matter the most in the digital asset investment sector (or
any sector) are the ones that aren’t teachable…
(1) not driven by greed or the superficial
(2) trustworthiness
(3) devotion to something greater than themselves
(4) open minds

STEPH
CHIEF REPUTATION OFFICER

ROY
CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER

PR pro + Educator + Youth
“Whisperer”

Unique perspective + Wealth of
life experience

MARCO
CHIEF OPERATIONS
OFFICER

ROGER
SVP ENG+CONSTRUCTION
“Jack of all trades” + Sleeves
up/hands on approach

Policy + Company
Culture + Life experience

SAMUEL
CHIEF EXPERIENCE
OFFICER

BANDITH
CHIEF BRANDING
OFFICER

Generates and facilitates
positive community
experience

All things graphic design
+ Promotion guru

BRANDON
CHIEF DEVELOPMENT O FFICER
MBA + Six Sigma
BI Analytics

WP: “RECESSION PROOF” ED.

ANTHONY
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Comprehensive
Analytics + Development +
Management
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THE SAFE TEAM

R OTATING C O U N T E R C L O C K W I S E FROM TOP LEFT:
Kim M | BILLING, INVOICING, HEALTH CARE, REAL ESTATE -|- Marco D | SALES LEAD, VIDEO DESIGNER, SOCIAL MEDIA LEAD -|- Bandith S | GRAPHIC DESIGN
Steph M | SAFE HOLDINGS OFFICER, SOCIAL MEDIA LEAD , MARKETING LEAD -|- Friend C | CONSTRUCTION/GC DIR, REAL ESTATE LEAD -|- Sam F | CRYPTO EXPERT, TELEGRAM DIR, TELEGRAM ADMIN MGR
ND
Brandon L | WEBSITE MGR, WEB DEV -|- Roy M | 2 IN COMMAND, SOCIAL INFLUENCER, BUSINESS DEV
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CONTACT INFORMATION
One of the easiest ways to tell the difference between a scam, a potential scam, a real project and a successful project is the visibility and
transparency of the team.
✓
✓
✓
✓

A SCAM – an inaccessible team, fake pictures, fabricated social media, no physical address, no phone number and/or no
contact email
A POTENTIAL SCAM – any or all of the above minus the contact information as it will be available, except, rarely resulting in a
follow-up or response
A REAL PROJECT – the exact opposite of a scam with the inclusion of team availability, however, limited
A SUCCESSFUL PROJECT – A Real Project + full social/professional transparency + full 24/7 availability

Below you will find the entirety of the MAXROI social media footprint plus any/all cryptocurrency, neobank and centralized exchange the
project or the governing body that is SAFE Invantage are affiliated with, in one way or another.

E M AI L

W EB S I TES

All Marketing Inquiries
marketing@safeinvantage.com

SAFE Invantage LLC:
https://safeinvantage.com

General Inquiries – SAFE Invantage LLC.
contact@safeinvantage.com

Max ROI (return on investment)
https://safeinvantage.com/safemaxroi

All Project Questions and Comments
maxroi@safeinvantage.com

SAFE Holdings Inc
https://safeholdingsinc.com (coming soon)

CEO/Owner Direct
anthony@safeinvantage.com
anthony@safeholdingsinc.com

LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/company/safeholdingsinc

General Information
info@safeinvantage.com

DI R E C T LI N E
(302) 480 1978
Toll Free (October)

L O C A TI O N ( T E M P O R A R Y )
14309 Climbing Rose Way
Suite 103
Centreville, VA 20121

Alignable:
https://www.alignable.com/

S O C I AL M ED I A
Telegram
https://t.me/SAFE_inVantage_mxR_Official
Twitter
https://twitter.com/safemaxroi
https://twitter.com/safeinvantage
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/safemaxroi
https://www.facebook.com/safeinvantage
YouTube (SAFE Invantage)
https://www.youtube.com/channel/SAFEinvantage
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TO BE CONTINUED
With so many moving parts to MAXROI and the domino effect of other business units, token (Re)Invest Cases, additional team member
position openings, financial functions, and more set-in motion with the release of this Whitepaper, there really is no “conclusion’ or
“end” that fits. To make sure nothing is missed or unclear, we’ll step through the final few phases of this on our way to presale and
launch.

MARKETING – One of the biggest questions that exists amongst the altcoin buyers and Telegram community goers.
Marketing/advertising is a very necessary part of the success of any business. Causing awareness, unobstructed visibility and mass appeal
are just some of the goals of any marketing plan. Unfortunately, standard marketing plans aren’t viable in cryptocurrency. Reason being
that altcoins aren’t actual, tangible items so their value is generally based strictly on hype and perceived current value then equally based
on continued hype and perceived future value. In other words, nearly every cryptocurrency is nothing more than hype and mass
manipulation to see the hype as real, thus the value of the token having a real possibility of an upward trajectory beyond the launch date.
In the end with the incredible project failure rate, marketing, like 90%+ of all digital currency, has no real value beyond random, short
term/short lived impacts. Which begs the question, “where does the value of marketing come from that crypto buyers so aggressively
covet?” The answer, the same value crypto buyers give to all the variety of altcoins they invest in that fail, produce little to no return or
trap their money due to a scam or low liquidity. Meaning, the only value crypto marketing has is the value each crypto investor gives it by
falling for its allure and buying into the marketed crypto which almost always will never exceed.

LET’S ESCAPE THIS VICIOUS CYCLE TOGETHER and create something unique that has value, will have value and a value that will trend
upwards far beyond any before it. One where we understand that awareness is our advertising, token maturity/stage specific/organic
awareness through (Re)Invest Cases/business units is our marketing and, finally, the token demonstrating success and meeting our
expectations will show it has real value so real marketing/advertising/sales can now commence. This is now where the effectiveness of
marketing becomes tangible and will compound going forward. Only adding more and more real marketing value and, subsequently, real
token value.

IN CONCLUSION (FOR NOW) – With the release of this first token OCTOBER 19, 2022, we hope it will help educate those who have
fallen victim to the gambling habits brought upon by the surplus of altcoins pouring into the crypto space daily. We hope it will help
alleviate financial stressors experienced from investing in prior projects and just in life in general. We hope it will help renew everyone’s
faith in humanity over capitalistic greed. We hope it will lessen the burden of a sometimes-difficult situation (or life) and give people
something to be excited about. Something to be a part of that will constantly and continuously evolve. Something that won’t fall victim to
influence or doubt promoting questions. Something that will stand the test of time only to keep surprising and impressing every step of
the way.

WELCOME TO…
THE NEXT GENERATION OF CRYPTOCURRENCY AND CORPORATE FINANCE…

THE NEXT LEVEL OF INNOVATION AND INVENTIVENESS…
THE NEXT CHAPTER IN YOUR LIFE WHERE YOU HAVE THE CONTROL OVER HOW YOU LIVE IT…
TO BE CONT…
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